Dynamic plasticity and failure of high-purity alumina under shock loading.
Most high-performance ceramics subjected to shock loading can withstand high failure strength and exhibit significant inelastic strain that cannot be achieved under conventional loading conditions. The transition point from elastic to inelastic response prior to failure during shock loading, known as the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL), has been widely used as an important parameter in the characterization of the dynamic mechanical properties of ceramics. Nevertheless, the underlying micromechanisms that control HEL have been debated for many years. Here we show high-resolution electron microscopy of high-purity alumina, soft-recovered from shock-loading experiments. The change of deformation behaviour from dislocation activity in the vicinity of grain boundaries to deformation twinning has been observed as the impact pressures increase from below, to above HEL. The evolution of deformation modes leads to the conversion of material failure from an intergranular mode to transgranular cleavage, in which twinning interfaces serve as the preferred cleavage planes.